[Press Release]

Dynasty holds the first tasting and business fair event for
its new brandy products
To execute its product strategic plan to
seize market opportunities

(Hong Kong – January 22, 2021) Dynasty Fine Wines Group Limited (“Dynasty” or “the Group”)
(Stock Code: 828), a premier winemaker in China, held its first brandy tasting and business fair
event in Guangdong in mid-January, in which it showcased three products from its new brandy
series and introduced the market strategy and planning for its brandy segment.
Mr. Huo Xingsan, Secretary of the China Alcoholic Drinks Association’s Wine Sub-Branch,
explained in his address that brandy has become increasingly popular in the domestic market in
recent years as a ‘hot’ item in the alcohol market. Indeed, China is now the largest brandy
consumer in the world. As spending increases and due to consumption upgrade as the result of
a larger middle-class, undersupply of the product will intensify in mainland China, translating into
a chance to further develop the business in the country.
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Mr. Li Guanghe, General Manager of Dynasty, indicated during his speech, “2020 was a year for
us to consolidate and adjust the market model. Stepping into 2021, Dynasty will enhance its
current product offerings and build the infrastructure for the market under its ‘5+4+N product
strategy’. The brandy business forms an important part of

of this strategy under implementation,

so we have made a detailed plan with the aim of seizing the opportunities emerging in the
domestic brandy market.”
Regarding the product strategy, Dynasty adopts the “Main Series + Innovation” product structure.
Marketing and promotion will focus on high-end brandy products including X.O. and V.S.O.P. With
this in mind, the Group recently launched three products under the new brandy series, namely
“Dynasty X.O. 18 Years Old Brandy”, “Dynasty V.S.O.P. Brandy Aged 10 Years” and “Dynasty
V.S.O.P. Brandy Aged 8 Years”. While taking into account the current market demand, the Group
will develop customized products for specific regions and consumer groups. Regarding market
strategy, the development has been systematically mapped out and focuses on the premium
market in order to establish leadership in advantages regions. The Group will strategically
promote its brandy products in all market levels in phases. It will focus its marketing efforts in the
core consumer markets in coastal regions such as Guangdong, Fujian and Zhejiang, and will
consolidate resources to penetrate channels systematically. Furthermore, it will establish the
benchmark sales terminals and markets for brandy and develop its advantageous product
categories and markets. On the promotional strategy front, Dynasty will create new scenarios,
new contents and new models. It will promote personalized products through tasting events and
open Dynasty terminal stores to offer an experiential sales service. As for the branding strategy,
Dynasty will set out a well-defined and comprehensive business roadmap, so as to establish its
position in the brandy industry by leveraging its brand advantages. It will also highlight the actual
age of the wines in order to promote the consumption value of its brandy products.
Last year, Dynasty announced the “5+4+N product strategy” under a demand-driven market
approach. It will increase its vertical market share through four advantageous categories and will
utilize customized products, which are driven by market demand, to meet the diverse and
fragmented consumer demand and achieve full coverage of all price segments. “5” represents
the five key series of products; namely, air dry series, seven-year reserve series, merlot series,
classic series and best-selling series, enabling full coverage for all mainstream price segments;
“4” refers to the four advantageous categories – dry red wines, dry white wines, brandy and
sparkling wines, to increase the vertical market share; and “N” represents the development of
various customized products to meet the diverse needs of Chinese consumers.
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Mr. Li Guanghe, General Manager of Dynasty, said: “With the support of the Company’s second
largest shareholder and brandy giant, Remy Cointreau, Dynasty began making brandy in 1982.
Having succeeded in mastering the brandy making techniques of France, the Company creates
distinctive and high-quality brandy products that combine world-class techniques with the
characteristics of Chinese products. With the diversification of Dynasty’s brandy product series
and implementation of its new business development plan, the management has full confidence
in its ambitions of grasping growth opportunities in China’s brandy market.”

“Additionally, Dynasty will be persistent in meeting consumer demand by pursuing innovations for
our wine series. Meanwhile, we will increase our investment in brand development to fully vitalize
our brand and drive the development of our major products by steadily enhancing quality and
controlling prices to boost sales volumes, with the aim of bringing Dynasty’s superior wines to
more consumers in China.”

– End–

About Dynasty Fine Wines Group Limited
Founded in 1980, Dynasty is a premier winemaker in China. It is principally engaged in the production and
sale of wine products under its reputable Dynasty brand. Dynasty is the first Sino-foreign joint venture wine
company in China with Tianjin Food Group Co. Ltd. and Remy Cointreau as its major shareholders. The
Group produces and sells more than 100 wine products as well as markets about 110 imported ones,
providing consumers across all strata in the PRC with high quality products offering excellent value for
money.
For more information, please visit:
Company website: www.dynasty-wines.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/DynastyWines
To shop Dynasty’s wines online, please visit: www.dynasty-wines.com/shop/
For press enquiries:
Strategic Financial Relations (China) Limited
Ms. Jover Wong
Tel: 852 2864 4811
Mr. Tim Tin
Tel: 852 2114 4907
Email: sprg-dynasty@sprg.com.hk
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